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Abstract
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Frequency stability is key to performance of nanoresonators. This stability is thought to reach a
limit with the resonator’s ability to resolve thermally-induced vibrations. Although measurements
and predictions of resonator stability usually disregard fluctuations in the mechanical frequency
response, these fluctuations have recently attracted considerable theoretical interest. However,
their existence is very difficult to demonstrate experimentally. Here, through a literature review,
we show that all studies of frequency stability report values several orders of magnitude larger
than the limit imposed by thermomechanical noise. We studied a monocrystalline silicon
nanoresonator at room temperature, and found a similar discrepancy. We propose a new method to
show this was due to the presence of frequency fluctuations, of unexpected level. The fluctuations
were not due to the instrumentation system, or to any other of the known sources investigated.
These results challenge our current understanding of frequency fluctuations and call for a change
in practices.
Nano-electro-mechanical systems (NEMS) have demonstrated their tremendous potential for
both basic science and industrial applications. These systems have opened a new window
into the realm of quantum physics1,2 and non-linear dynamics3,4 and allow record limits of
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detection in high-performance force5 and mass6 sensing. These records have been achieved
through extreme miniaturization, thanks to the advent of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
graphene monolayer sheets. Indeed, the minimum mass (or force) detectable by a resonator
is proportional to its total mass (or stiffness). This limit-of-detection is also proportional to
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the measurement uncertainty of the resonance frequency,
, therefore much work has
been dedicated to determining the limits of the frequency stability of nanomechanical
resonators7,8. Frequency stability can be affected by noise added to the signal amplitude,
provoking jitter in the phase (hereafter additive phase noise) or by fluctuations in the
device’s overall mechanical response, inducing spectral broadening and resonance frequency
fluctuations (hereafter frequency fluctuations)9.
The frequency stability and limit-of-detection for a device are commonly predicted based on
the dynamic range (DR) measured10–12 (ratio between maximum driven signal level and
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noise floor expressed in dB) by applying the simple formula13,14,
.
Additive phase noise generally comes from the device being coupled to a thermal bath. The
DR formula implies that, for a given drive level, frequency stability is maximized when the
random motion of a resonator driven by thermomechanical noise can be resolved, which has
led to considerable efforts over the past decade to design nanoscale systems in which
transduction is efficient5,15,16. However, the formula holds true in conditions where
frequency fluctuations can be neglected, which is almost never verified, partly because it is
not trivial to distinguish additive phase noise from frequency fluctuations17–19. Nevertheless,
numerous sources of frequency fluctuations have been theoretically described, including
adsorption-desorption noise7,8,20, temperature noise due to finite heat capacity8, defect
motion7 or molecule diffusion along the resonator9. Although this issue has attracted
considerable theoretical interest, very few experimental studies have observed the signature
of one or more of these sources of fluctuations21,22. Instead, fluctuations in device
temperature, in charge state or in stiffness due to signals in the instrumentation are thought
to explain most observations of frequency fluctuations18,23–25. Moreover, these observations
were only possible at low temperature with devices particularly susceptible to fluctuations
like ultra-high Q devices22 or CNTs18,24 and graphene membranes25.
We begin this article with a comprehensive review of published frequency stability studies.
This review reveals that the limit imposed by thermomechanical noise has never been
reached across a wide range of devices, and that the experimentally observed frequency
stability values exceed the thermomechanical noise limit by several orders of magnitude. To
better understand this phenomenon, we tested a canonical, CMOS-compatible
monocrystalline silicon nanoresonator and found a discrepancy of similar magnitude at room
temperature, even though thermally-induced vibrations were well-resolved. Analysis of the
correlation properties of the excess noise showed that the mechanical frequency response
fluctuates as a whole. Thus, as it ignores frequency fluctuations, the well-established DR
formula falls several orders of magnitude short when used to predict the frequency stability
of these devices. We also found that frequency fluctuations are not due to the
instrumentation, nor to a range of known sources. These results call for further investigation
of the microscopic mechanisms causing frequency fluctuations, which had not been
Nat Nanotechnol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 September 22.
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observed in semiconductor-grade silicon resonators and oscillators. In light of these findings,
many past experiments and predictions of frequency stability or limit-of-detection made
based on the DR formula, which only considers additive phase noise, must be revisited.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Europe PMC Funders Author Manuscripts

In this work, the frequency stability <δf/f0> was estimated with the Allan deviation σA (see
Methods) 26. This metrology standard is particularly suited to practical integration times and
is complementary to power spectral density measurements in the frequency domain. In
Figure 1 we plot the Allan deviation of published results that provide measurements for the
frequency stability against the total mass of the different devices studied. We have tried to be
exhaustive in our review of stability studies on nanoscale resonators. The articles reviewed
encompass a large range of dimensions (over 15 orders of magnitude in device mass) and
technologies: flexural-mode micro-resonators (MEMS), top-down nanoresonators (NEMS),
and bottom-up nanoresonators (CNTs and graphene devices). The reported frequency
stabilities are compared with the limit imposed by the theoretical thermomechanical noise,
estimated with the DR formula. To improve this comparison, a normalization factor for
temperature and pressure was applied across studies (see Supplementary Section 1).
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Despite the considerable experimental variety, Figure 1 shows a very clear picture: none of
the studies reviewed attained the frequency stability limit set by thermomechanical noise.
The experimental results were always at least an order of magnitude greater than the
theoretical limit, and on average 2.1 orders of magnitude greater (the same conclusions can
be drawn from the non-normalized data, see supplementary Figure S2). Interestingly, this
observation holds true from MEMS to CNT resonators, even though dynamic range
decreases with device size27; the best linear fits of both experimental stability and
thermomechanical limit scale similarly for all device types at ~ m−1/2. The discrepancy has
been noted across a large variety of designs and resonating modes: of the 25 datapoints, 6
correspond to flexural mode in clamped-free beams16,28–32, 15 correspond to flexural mode
in clamped-clamped beams (3 of which were tensile stressed)6,11,22,33–43, 2 correspond to
flexural mode in pinned beams35,44, and 2 correspond to flexural mode in thin
membranes45,46. Similarly, no differences due to transduction techniques, optical
detection22,29,30,32,42,43, capacitive40,41,46, magnetomotive36–38, piezoelectric31,44,
piezoresistive16,34,35,39 or field-effect-modulated conductance6,11,28,33,45 were observed.
The limiting factor in frequency stability was seldom discussed; in two cases31,41, the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) was limited by the amplifier noise and in some others, the
authors suggest that extrinsic sources of frequency fluctuations - like noise in the drive
signal or temperature fluctuations39,44 - may dominate. Nevertheless, it remains intriguing
that, despite the great effort expended to do so (particularly in the “NEMS” sub-group), the
thermomechanical noise limit was never reached in any case. This huge discrepancy was
never discussed, and nor was the validity of the DR formula. We believe that further
exploration of the issue is warranted, and we provide it in this article with a simple device
made from a high-quality material.
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FREQUENCY STABILITY IN MONOCRYSTALLINE SI RESONATORS
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To follow-up on the conclusions from the literature review, a series of experiments was
performed on monocrystalline silicon resonators fabricated from Silicon-On-Insulator
wafers with Very Large Scale Integration processes16, at room temperature (unless otherwise
stated) and typical pressure of 10−5 Torr. The resonators were electrostatically actuated and
use a differential piezoresistive readout (see Figure 2a). The downmixing set-up used was
sensitive enough to measure the thermomechanical noise of the resonator, which was 2.5
times larger than our experimental noise floor (Figure 2b), and yielded a very large linear
dynamic range (~107 dB for 1 s integration time, see Supplementary Figure S3). These
features make these resonators high-performance gravimetric sensors47. Fabrication and
measurement details can be found in Methods and in Supplementary Sections 2 and 3.
The resonance frequency of the resonator was deduced from its open-loop phase fluctuations
(see Methods). The resulting experimental Allan deviation, σA, is illustrated by the solid
lines in Figure 2c, for integration times covering five orders of magnitude.
The dashed lines in Figure 2c show the theoretical Allan deviation, which would be expected
in a regime where additive phase noise dominates the frequency stability, based on the DR
formula14 expressed in the voltage domain:

(1)
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where Q is the quality factor of the resonator (see details in Supplementary Section 4), S is
the amplitude of the output signal at the resonance frequency for each drive (in V, see
Supplementary Figure S3), NT is the noise level at the output (32 nV Hz−1/2 in our case), τ
the integration time (1/2πτ is the measurement bandwidth with a first-order low-pass filter).
The SNR for the measurement is therefore
(equal to phase fluctuations, see
Supplementary Figure S5). For a dominant additive white noise, the expected Allan
deviation scales like τ−1/2, and is inversely proportional to the output signal, S.
Figure 2c clearly shows that equation (1) accurately describes the frequency stability of our
resonators for short integration times and low drive amplitudes. This result suggests that
within this range, the system is in a regime where additive phase noise dominates frequency
stability. However, at higher drive amplitudes and for longer integration times, the
experimental observation significantly deviates from the expected behavior. The red line in
Figure 2c indicates the lower bound for resonator frequency stability, which cannot be
improved below this limit by increasing the drive amplitude. The Allan deviation first
increases and subsequently varies little with integration time. This latter behavior is
consistent with plots of power spectral density (see Supplementary Figure S6), where the
major trend appears to be a slope of 1/f for high drive. As a result, the limit-of-detection for
this NEMS is more than two orders of magnitude higher than expected for a typical
measurement time of 100 ms. These results are consistent with the presence of frequency
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fluctuations (see also in-phase and quadrature plots in Supplementary Figure S7).
Nevertheless, these fluctuations were quite unexpected for devices made from a high-quality
material like monocrystalline silicon. Moreover, the level of the discrepancy – several orders
of magnitude – is even more surprising given that the measurements were performed at room
temperature in relatively straightforward experimental conditions. A similar discrepancy was
observed in all our experimental set-ups, regardless of location, as well as with clampedclamped beam resonators fabricated using the same technology (see Supplementary Figure
S8).

NATURE OF THE EXCESS NOISE IN SILICON RESONATORS
The lower bound for the Allan deviation (red line in Figure 2c) does not depend on drive
level. This would be the case in the presence of a source of frequency fluctuations Nf which
would add to the additive noise-limited stability in equation (1):
. It would also be the case if the additive noise was
proportional to signal amplitude (NT ∝ S in equation (1)). This is illustrated in Figure 3 and
Supplementary Section 4. The presence of non-linear damping could also limit the
improvement of frequency stability with increasing drive, but our devices do not display any
significant non-linear damping (see Supplementary Figure S3). It should be noted that
spectral broadening is not observed with our devices either: ring-down measurements give
the same linewidth as the spectral measurements (see Supplementary Figure S17).
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White noise probed simultaneously at two different frequencies is uncorrelated14,
conversely, frequency fluctuations induce a shift in the whole frequency response of the
resonator ; thus, probing noise at two different frequencies within the resonator’s bandwidth
should show strong correlation in the case of dominant frequency fluctuations (see Figure
4a). The correlation properties of the observed noise were therefore studied as a function of
integration time and drive amplitude.
Two distinct frequency traces were simultaneously recorded, and their stability was assessed
by plotting their Allan deviation (Figure 4a, see Methods and Supplementary Figure S9).
The result (Figure 4b) was very consistent with the results shown in Figure 2c, and was
almost identical for the two frequency traces (Supplementary Figure S10). We computed the
correlation of the pair of frequency traces (see Methods) from this data set (Figure 4b).
The correlation is thus closely linked to the integration time and the drive voltage; Figure 4
clearly indicates that the signals are weakly correlated when the dominant noise is additive
white noise (low drive levels), and strongly correlated when the excess noise is dominant
(i.e., at long integration times for low drive levels or over the whole time range for highenough drive levels). Control measurements were also taken, choosing the two sideband
frequencies out of resonance (but maintaining a constant difference). In these conditions, no
correlation was observed whatever the drive voltage (Figure 4b and Supplementary Figure
S11). The only difference between this control and the in-resonance measurements was the
almost total absence of mechanical response in the control. This result indicates that the
limit in frequency stability observed with our silicon nanomechanical resonators is due to
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fluctuations of the resonator’s overall frequency response in the mechanical domain, i.e.
frequency fluctuations (as opposed to some type of noise in the measurement system
downstream of the piezoresistive transduction).

PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF THE FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS
Europe PMC Funders Author Manuscripts

In the vast majority of studies where frequency fluctuations were thought to explain
experimental observations, the source of these fluctuations was noise due to the
instrumentation18,24,25,39,44,48. In this study, we started by eliminating sources of noise
present in the instrumentation, such as the frequency stability of the drive signal. Amplitude
noise in this signal also leads to frequency shifts due to the non-linear Duffing term in the
equation of motion, or due to electrostatically-induced changes in stiffness. Similarly, bias
signal shifts frequency because of Joule heating. In our system, experimental
characterization of these sources of frequency fluctuations showed that none of them could
explain our observations (see Supplementary Figures S12 and S13).
Variations in device temperature can also lead to frequency fluctuations, with a typical
temperature coefficient of −50 ppm K−1. However, these fluctuations can be compensated
for by using the second mode frequency as a temperature probe. In our experiments, we
tracked frequency fluctuations of two modes and used the frequency fluctuations of one of
these modes to correct for temperature-induced variations on the other. This correction did
not significantly improve the Allan deviation (Figure 5 and Supplementary Section 5).
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Frequency fluctuations are also often attributed to molecules randomly adsorbing and
desorbing onto/from the resonator, or diffusing along its surface. Models for these two
sources exist and have been confronted to experiments in past studies21 (see Supplementary
Section 6). Frequency fluctuations can also be caused by thermalization of higher-order
modes through non-linear mode coupling25,49–52: the frequency of one particular mode
depends on the vibration amplitude of the other modes because of stiffness-induced coupling
(a particular case is the dependence of one mode frequency on the amplitude of motion of
this mode via the Duffing term). The contributions of modes 1 and 2 are dominant in these
coupling effects in our case (see Supplementary Section 6). We therefore measured the
amplitude-to-frequency relationships of the resonator’s first two modes and assumed
thermally-induced vibrations to assess the coupling effects. This analysis is summarized in
Figure 6, showing the Allan deviation induced by the sources discussed above. Although it
would be useful to further investigate the mode coupling effect by studying the interrelation
between the coupling and the decay rate of the contributing modes53, our approach shows
that each of the known sources tested, as well as the sum of all sources, is several orders of
magnitude lower than the overall experimental frequency instability.
Few known mechanisms remain to be explored. Bulk and surface effects are likely to play an
important role in the frequency fluctuations observed. Dielectric- and charge fluctuations
have been reported to cause frequency fluctuations in various microscopy probes due to
interaction with nearby surfaces (at a few tens nm distance)23,54. In the case of our
nanoresonator, charges can move on and off traps present at the surface of the silicon due to
native oxide formation. This charge motion will induce frequency fluctuations through
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electrostatic stiffness. The magnitude of frequency fluctuations due to charge fluctuators is
expected to vary considerably with the actuation gap (to the power of 3) and with drive
voltage23. However, we observed no measurable change with these parameters. Furthermore,
unlike in highly stressed amorphous silicon nitride resonators22, the number of defects in the
bulk of pure monocrystalline silicon nanoresonators is too low to provide a significant
source of frequency fluctuations due to defect motion7. Nevertheless, two-level systems-like
behavior could still be encountered due to, for example, the doping levels used.

CONCLUSION
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Frequency fluctuations have recently become a topic of considerable interest, mostly in basic
research. These fluctuations are usually ignored in experiments aiming to assess
nanoresonator performance or in the numerous cases where the DR formula is used to
predict performance. A careful review of most published frequency stability measurements
for nanoresonators showed that none of them attained the limit set by thermomechanical
noise, and that the Allan deviation measured was on average more than two orders of
magnitude higher than this limit. We investigated this point with a monocrystalline silicon
nanoresonator and found a discrepancy of similar magnitude, even though random motion
due to thermomechanical noise was well-resolved in the absence of coherent drive. Study of
the correlation properties of the excess noise indicated that the whole mechanical frequency
response fluctuated. We also found that these frequency fluctuations were not due to the
instrumentation, but rather that they originated in the mechanical domain of the device.
Fluctuations were not due to temperature variations, or to a range of other known sources
such as adsorption-desorption noise. These results call for further investigation of
microscopic mechanisms that could induce such frequency fluctuations, which had not
previously been observed in semiconductor-grade silicon devices. The measured magnitude
of these fluctuations is all the more unexpected, in particular at ambient temperature and in
the absence of complex experimental conditions. These results suggest that we need to
rethink a number of accepted assumptions, and make changes to current practices:
It is always assumed that increasing signal or decreasing additive phase noise (by, for
example, improving transduction efficiency) improves frequency stability. This is not true in
the presence of frequency fluctuations. Given the variety of devices used throughout the
literature, it is possible that different mechanisms explain the limit found with different
devices (Figure 1). However, it is not unlikely that frequency fluctuations, whatever their
physical origin, are ubiquitous and are a major performance limiter for many
nanoresonators. To confirm this paradigm shift, we believe many past and future
experiments should be examined in light of our findings; many frequency stability
predictions should also be reviewed because they applied the DR formula which omits
frequency fluctuations. For example, the following methodology could be followed: the
additive noise floor of the system should first be assessed by measuring the output signal of
the undriven device (Figure 2b). The expected Allan deviation can be computed from this
measurement for given drive levels. The corresponding experimental Allan deviations can be
measured by recording the phase signal while driving the device at its resonance frequency.
Plotting the Allan deviation is both simple and powerful to identify frequency fluctuations.
These fluctuations can be further confirmed by the correlation technique proposed in this
Nat Nanotechnol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 September 22.
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paper, which is a straightforward means to identify the presence of frequency fluctuations.
Moreover, like the Allan deviation, it provides information on the temporal dynamics of
these fluctuations at practical time scales. Finally the contribution of instrumentation to
these fluctuations should be assessed to examine the physical mechanisms behind
fluctuations originating in the mechanical domain of the device.
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A great deal of modern technology relies on the purity of semiconductor electronics-grade
silicon. For this reason, it is considered to have one of the highest mechanical qualities and it
has thus recently become a commonly used material for commercial M/NEMS. Although
significant experimental work remains to be done to elucidate the microscopic origin of the
frequency fluctuations observed, our findings are of paramount importance for applications
of a wide range of nano- (and possibly micro-) resonators, even those made of high-quality
materials. Resonant mass (e.g. traces of low-mass volatile compounds), force (e.g. for
Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy or Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy55) or
inertial sensing, as well as time-reference devices, will no doubt benefit from further work
on this topic.

METHODS
Measurement of the frequency response and frequency stability
The frequency response of the resonators was measured using a downmixing method,
described in detail in 16. The device was electrostatically actuated, and the driving voltage
was applied to a side-gate parallel to the resonator. To reduce parasitic signals, the drive
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signal was set to half the actuation frequency , thus the amplitude of motion of the
resonator was proportional to the square of the actuation voltage. Motion of the resonator
was detected differentially by two piezoresistive nanogauges. A bias voltage at (ω + Δω)
through the gauges was used to down-mix their resistance change (occurring at the actuation
frequency ω), and the low-frequency readout signal at Δω was detected using a lock-in
amplifier. Typical measurement values were 1.5 V for the bias voltage at a measurement
frequency of 500 kHz. All measurements were performed in a vacuum chamber at a pressure
of 10−5 mbar and at room temperature. Thermomechanical noise was measured using the
same set-up, with the drive electrode disconnected. Measurements were taken with a lock-in
amplifier, which also generated the drive and bias signals.
The Allan deviation was measured in open-loop configuration, and the frequency stability
was extracted from the response of the resonator actuated at resonance frequency with a
fixed driving frequency. The phase of the measured signal, Ø(t), was monitored for a certain
amount of time, and then transformed into frequency fluctuations using the phase response
of the resonator. Close to the resonance frequency, this phase response was linear,
. Using the complete phase response of the resonator instead of this linearization
does not significantly alter the Allan deviation. Harmonics appearing at the frequency of the
electricity supply (multiples of 50 Hz) were filtered out of data during post-processing.
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Using this method, we obtained N samples of the resonance frequency of the resonator
, each averaged over an integration time, τ0. The Allan deviation for this integration
time could then be defined as 26:
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(2)

To obtain the frequency stability for higher integration times from the same set of frequency
samples, we followed the standard method26. Initial samples were averaged in groups of n
samples, and the Allan deviation for the new array was calculated using equation (2) to
determine σA(nτ0). This process was repeated multiple times until the number of samples
was too low to provide a statistically significant result.
Correlation measurements
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Correlation measurements were performed by simultaneously measuring the response of the
resonator at different frequencies within the resonator’s bandwidth. The measurement set-up
was based on the one described in Supplementary Section 3, but here each signal was
doubled, using two drive signals at different frequencies, two bias signals, and two
measurement signals (Supplementary Figure S9 shows a detailed measurement scheme).
Particular care was taken when choosing the drive signal amplitudes so that the resonator
remained in the linear regime. Moreover, the two measurement frequencies were chosen to
avoid cross-talk (e.g. 302 kHz and 367 kHz). Measurements were taken with the same lockin amplifier input to ensure simultaneity. Although here we used a down-mixing set-up,
correlation could also be measured with a homodyne method.
The phase traces were converted to frequency traces corresponding to the different
integration times, as described above. Here, the complete phase response of the resonator
was used rather than the linear approximation, as the frequencies for phase samples can be
quite different from the resonance frequency. With this method we obtained two frequency
sample arrays with an integration time τ0.
The graph in Figure 4b shows the correlation of these frequency traces versus the integration
time τ. We processed the signals so that the correlation for a given τ only depends on
frequency variations with characteristic time close to τ. For each τ of the plot, we filtered the
two frequency traces with a band-pass filter centered on τ. For a consistent correspondence
between Allan deviation and correlation integration times, we chose the Allan deviation
transfer function as the band-pass filter, defined as:

(3)
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Finally, the correlation coefficient of the filtered frequency traces f1 and f2, each of length N,
was defined by 56:

(4)
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Where and are the sample means of f1 and f2, respectively, and sf1 and sf2 are their
standard deviations.
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Figure 1. The frequency stability of resonators measured in the literature is on average 2.1
orders of magnitude greater than the thermomechanical-noise-limited stability

For each device, both the experimentally measured frequency stability (green) and the
analytically calculated thermomechanical limit at a temperature of 300 K for the frequency
determination (orange) are plotted. The dependence of both magnitudes with the mass of the
device is similar ~ m−1/2. The dashed lines represent the best fit for each set of data
(thermomechanical-noise-limited and experimental). Supplementary Figure S1 shows
complete mapping of the references with the datapoints.
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Figure 2. The frequency stability of our monocrystalline silicon nanomechanical resonators is
limited by a source of noise exceeding thermal fluctuations

a, Colored SEM image of crystalline Si NEMS resonator used to perform measurements.
Typical dimensions are 3.2 μm (length), 300 nm (width), 160 nm (thickness). The
piezoresistive nanogauges are typically 1 μm long and 100 nm wide. b, Spectrum of the
thermomechanical noise measured in the resonators studied. The noise floor was determined
from Johnson noise in the nanogauges and contacts, and noise from the readout
instrumentation (lock-in amplifier). Typical quality factors were 5000-7000 at room
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temperature. c, Allan deviation as a function of integration time, from 1 ms to 100 s. This
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range was chosen as the response time of the resonator was
ms, with a readout
instrumentation limit of 50 μs, and because systematic drifts occur after ~100 s (see
Supplementary Figure S4). Drive voltage amplitudes were chosen from 35 mV (yielding a
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of about 62.5 for a measurement bandwidth of 1 Hz) to 1.3 V
(yielding a displacement of about half the onset of non-linearity, see Supplementary Figure
S3). The bias voltage amplitude was maintained constant at 1.5 V. The dashed lines indicate
the expected stability from the output signal at each drive voltage and the total additive noise
in the system, as measured in panel b), see equation (1). The red line is a visual guide,
highlighting the experimentally measured lower bound for frequency stability. This bound is
several orders of magnitude higher than the expected one.
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Figure 3. Additive phase noise and frequency fluctuations show different features in the Allan
deviation

Effect of different noise sources on the frequency stability as a function of the integration
time τ, and for different signal levels. a, Additive white noise, manifesting itself as phase
noise. It presents a constant slope of τ−½. The stability improves with increasing signal level.
b, Combination of additive white and f−1 noises. For low integration times it presents a slope
of τ−½, which becomes τ0 when the f−1 noise dominates at large integration times. The
stability improves with increasing signal level in the whole time range. c, Combination of
additive white noise with f−1 frequency-fluctuations. For low integration times it presents a
slope of τ−½, which becomes τ0 when the f−1 frequency noise dominates. Moreover, the
stability due to frequency fluctuations is insensitive to the signal level: therefore, an increase
in the signal has an effect only when additive noise dominates.
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Figure 4. The limit in frequency stability of our silicon resonators is due to frequency
fluctuations
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a, The resonator was actuated at two different frequencies within its bandwidth, typically at
±1 kHz from the central resonance frequency. The stability of each independently-obtained
frequency trace was estimated from the open-loop phase information (f(t) ∝ ϕ(t) for small
deviations from the resonance frequency). An additive white noise source is uncorrelated at
different frequencies. Response signals measured at different frequencies within the
bandwidth are then also uncorrelated. In contrast, frequency fluctuations shift the whole
frequency response of the resonator. Response signals measured at different frequencies are
then strongly correlated. b, (top) Allan deviation of one of the frequency traces obtained
using this measurement method. The other trace presents very similar stability results
(Supplementary Figure S10). The results are consistent with the single-frequency
measurements shown in Figure 2c. (bottom) Correlation between the two simultaneous
frequency traces for the same sample set. As expected, the correlation was weak when the
noise was dominated by additive phase noise (low drive amplitudes), but the correlation was
high at long integration times. This time range depends on the drive level. The “control”
curve shows the same experiment performed out of resonance, at maximum drive voltage.
These results indicate the existence of fluctuations of the whole frequency response of the
resonator, i.e., frequency fluctuations.
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Figure 5. The limiting frequency fluctuations are not due to temperature fluctuations alone
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a, Temperature dependence of the first two modes of the resonator, obtained by measuring
their resonance frequency for a range of temperatures around 25 °C. The squares represent a
coarse measurement for a wide range of temperatures, the triangles a detailed measurement
around room temperature (−38.2 ppm °C−1, R-square error 0.999 for the first mode; −29.1
ppm °C−1, R-square error 0.997 for the second mode). The inset shows a detail of the
sensitivity around room temperature (−36.4 ppm °C−1, R-square error 0.993 for the first
mode; −27.6 ppm °C−1, R-square error 0.982 for the second mode). b, Frequency stability of
the first mode before (orange) and after (green) temperature correction. Three regimes are
clearly visible on this plot: In the white noise regime (τ < 10−1 s), temperature compensation
slightly degrades frequency stability, as it is the addition of uncorrelated white noise of both
modes (10−6 and 6.5 × 10−7 for τ = 1 ms, quadratically summing to 1.2 × 10−6 the
temperature compensated deviation is found to be 1.25 × 10−6). With integration times of τ
> 101 s, long-term drifts can be measured, in this region, stability was improved by
compensation for temperature-induced drifts in resonance frequency. In the frequency
fluctuations regime (10−1 s < τ < 101 s), no significant improvement was observed.
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Figure 6. Known sources of frequency fluctuations
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The frequency fluctuations caused by different sources of noise, and comparison with the
thermomechanical noise limit (thick blue line) and experimental results (thick violet line)
were estimated in a clamped-clamped beam resonator. Frequency fluctuations arising from
adsorption-desorption and surface diffusion were calculated using theoretical models.
Thermomechanical noise is also a source of frequency fluctuations, through Duffing nonlinearity. The coupling between the amplitude of motion of mode 2 and the resonance
frequency of mode 1 was experimentally characterized, and the thermomechanical noiseinduced vibrations of mode 2 are measured to quantify the resulting frequency fluctuations.
The thick gray line indicates the sum of fluctuations due to these four sources of frequency
fluctuations. This level of fluctuation is lower than the thermomechanical noise limit, and
orders of magnitude lower than the experimental frequency instability.
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